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Abstract: Leo Tolstoy’s Resurrection has the dual honour of being both its author’s last full novel and 
also the final Russian realist novel of the nineteenth century. The historical associations of its date of 
publication have shaped and divided critical receptions of the novel. The date 1899 corresponds to a 
period when Tolstoy’s worldview was entrenched in post-conversion theology, as well as to an age of 
social tumult in Russian society—a time when discontent with the tsarist regime rose as underground 
revolutionary activity intensified. These social and philosophical factors had their effects on the makeup 
of Resurrection, but they have also, and perhaps primarily, influenced criticism. The novel is often seen 
as either purely a container for the rhetoric of Tolstoy the religious thinker, or as a reflection of 
sociopolitical struggles in tsarist Russia.  

 
Introduction: In spite of the novel’s strong ties to Tolstoyan theology, or its treatment of social 
inequities in Russia, Resurrection has neither the simplicity of a theological pamphlet, nor the 
ideological direction of What Is to Be Done? Even scholars who find the novel entrenched in Tolstoy’s 
post-conversion theology insist that “the teacher and the prophet […] did not (seriously) mar 
Resurrection” (Wasiolek 192). As George Steiner posits, despite Tolstoy’s “puritanical conception of art,” 
the genre of the novel, with its extensive, multi-layered storylines, permits narrative freedom, making it 
possible for Tolstoy's theoretical “abstractions [to] assume a colour of life” (284).2 Likewise, Soviet critics 
find Resurrection to be less than a perfect model of the ideological novel; Galina Galagan argues that 
though Tolstoy attempted to come up with a “novel of a new type” by bringing his hero closer “to the 
people and to revolution,” it was ultimately Maksim Gorky who fully accomplished the task of writing a 
new social novel (262).  
 
In this essay I do not dispute the fact that Tolstoy’s last novel has an ideological bent; in fact, 
considering how closely this novel’s ideological messages have been explored in past criticism, my focus 
will be not on ideology per se, but rather on the poetic forms that accommodate it. In Resurrection, 
Tolstoy captures a thoroughly inverted social reality, a world turned upside-down, where the unnatural 
is natural; where immorality is legitimized and automatized to the point of comfortably replacing 
morality; where human beings treat fellow human beings inhumanly while losing basic human traits 
themselves. As I argue, all these features, these inversions and distortions, give the reality of 
Resurrection a distinctly grotesque flavor. A number of scholars have already noticed that Resurrection 
does not function quite like Tolstoy’s other realist novels. The presence of satire in Resurrection and in 
late Tolstoy in general is already recognized,4 which indicates that the grotesque cannot be very far 
behind, since the styles are closely related. Further, both Wasiolek and Harriet Murav have used the 
term to describe characters and images in Resurrection as grotesque. Wasiolek mentions that the 
Korchagins appear grotesque to Nekhliudov after his moral awakening (194), whereas Murav, who 
highlights the intense physicality of Resurrection, cites images from the prison as “grotesque” (37). 
Though Tolstoy does not recreate the grotesquery of E.T.A. Hoffmann or mirror the contortions of 
Magritte’s or Dali’s surrealist canvases, he still captures essential characteristics and the general aura of 
the grotesque in his last novel. I trace the grotesque aesthetic both in smallscale form through 
depictions of the body, as well as in large-scale depictions of social institutions. Reverberations of the 
grotesque through disfigured and disproportionate images of both the body and the body politic reveal 
that instead of using Resurrection as an empty vessel for his ideological ponderings, Tolstoy managed to 
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redefine his aesthetics in the work. At the root of the grotesque images in Resurrection are the familiar 
narratives of Tolstoy’s past novels. In a recent study on Tolstoy, Justin Weir argues that in his later years 
“the more didactic Tolstoy repeatedly returns to his early fiction, recasting a moral light” (3). 
 
Working on Resurrection in 1891, Tolstoy expressed great enthusiasm about the prospect of writing a 
novel armed with his new theology. “I was so happy [...] to start a big work of fiction,” he writes in his 
diary, “My earlier novels were an unconscious creation [...]. Now I know what is what and I can mix it all 
up again and work in this mix” (PSS 52: 5–6). He did “mix it all up again” in Resurrection, but his past 
novels remained in this mix, and he used and abused them to arrive at his new novel. In Resurrection, 
Tolstoy returned to the novel form and the romantic theme, but redefined their meaning, recycling and 
distorting earlier motifs, which grew into the basis for his new grotesque aesthetic. The familiar worlds 
of Tolstoy’s past novel emerge as warped and estranged from themselves, the basis for an inverted 
reality populated by soulless individuals and grotesque bodies. Unnatural Beginnings Resurrection starts 
with Tolstoy’s celebrated device of “defamiliarization,” which consists of the author’s refusal to “call a 
thing by its name,” instead “describing] it as if it were perceived for the first time” (Shklovsky 6). Since 
Resurrection is aimed as expos: of immoral social practices and institutions, defamiliarization turns from 
occasional device into a major mode of narration. It is not limited to the opera stage, but rather 
stretches to capture the world as a whole. The expanded scope of defamiliarization becomes evident 
from the start of the novel when Tolstoy seeks to expose the very creation of cities as fundamentally 
flawed. The novel opens with descriptions of spring in the city where natural beauty is a fragile 
commodity, since human beings often suppress nature.  
 

Resurrection is characteristic of Leo Tolstoy, one of Russia’s foremost novelists, because of its rich visual 
record of people and settings and its deftness in presenting the vices of petty officialdom, the humor of 
small people who want to see great, and the hollowness of ritualistic orthodoxy. Tolstoy was convinced 
that evil begins when people cease to listen to their conscience and become self-centered. The public 
theme of the novel revolves around the shortcomings of social organizations. The personal theme, 
which involves the need for forgiveness, takes a form characteristic of Tolstoy: human failure revealed by 
a sin committed in semi-ignorance, followed by a long and soul-strengthening atonement. 
 
The greatest strength of Resurrection is in its penetrating exposure of an unjust social order. A 
secondary focus is on the personal level in the effect of Nekhludoff’s philosophical and political 
conversion, specifically in his relationship with Katusha, without whom Nekhludoff’s reawakening and 
self-sacrifice could not have occurred. In his student days, Nekhludoff’s social convictions were 
idealistic. He believed in perfectibility and rejected the principle of ownership of land by the elite. His 
idealism dimmed, however, after he entered military life, and he quickly abandoned all thoughts of 
perfection. He sacrificed both his relationship with Katusha and his own values to establish a public 
image that mirrored the standards of the aristocracy. It was not until his conscience was aroused at 
Katusha’s trial ten years later that he questioned his life and, upon Katusha’s conviction, dedicated 
himself to her rescue and to his spiritual atonement. 
 
Nekhludoff thus came to view human nature as dualistic—animal and spiritual—and he struggled to 
negate the animal instincts that had led him to sin. He realized that he could deceive others, but not 
himself. Guided by an inner sense of righteousness, he set about to correct the wrong he had caused. 
When Nekhludoff entered the world of prisoners and peasants, he began to realize the extent of the 
injustice of society. Among those who flocked to Nekhludoff for help were innocent people who had 
been incarcerated by error, political prisoners whose only crime was in holding differing opinions, and a 
crew of stonemasons imprisoned because of outdated visas. Nekhludoff soon realized that social 
circumstance created criminals rather than the obverse: He rejected the concept of natural depravity 
based on individual or class characteristics. He further understood that the conditions that created 
powerlessness, poverty, hunger, sickness, and crime among the peasant classes were supported by the 
powerful to maintain the wealth of the privileged. Both government and science professed a desire to 
ameliorate these conditions but actually refused to consider the root of the problem. Katerina Maslova, 
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better known as Katusha, is being led out of prison to attend her trial for murder. Of illegitimate birth, 
she had been taken in by Sophia and Mary Ivanovna, well-to-do sisters who had cared for her and begun 
to educate her. When she turned sixteen, Katusha had been seduced by her guardians’ nephew, Prince 
Dmitri Ivanovitch Nekhludoff. Learning that she was to become a mother, Katusha stayed with a village 
midwife until her child was born. The baby was taken to the foundling hospital, where it soon died, and 
Katusha, after a series of tribulations, became a prostitute. When she is twenty-six years old, she is 
accused of complicity in the murder of a Siberian merchant. 
 
While Katusha is being led into court, Nekhludoff, her seducer, lays in bed considering his position. He 
had recently been having an affair with a married woman, even though he is almost engaged to marry 
Princess Mary Korchagin. He also thinks of having given away some of his lands to the peasants. Having 
arisen, Nekhludoff is reminded that he has to serve that day as a juror in the criminal court. In court, 
Nekhludoff is astonished to see that the defendant is Katusha and that she is accused of having helped 
rob and poison the merchant from Siberia. The trial is disgusting because the officials are vain, stupid, 
and more concerned with formalities and their own self-interest than with a fair trial for the accused. 
When Nekhludoff was a student at the university, he had spent his summers with his aunts, and it was 
there that he had first come to know and to like Katusha. He had given her books to read and had 
eventually fallen in love with her. When he next returned, three years later, military life had made him 
depraved and selfish, and he seduced her. On the following day, he had given her money and left for his 
regiment. When he returned after the war, he had learned that she had become pregnant and had gone 
away. Somewhat relieved, he had tried to forget her. 
 
The last significant work  Resurrection  by Tolstoy idealizes the character of a Russian peasant and he 
has a critical opinion of the privileged aristocracy. Tolstoy wrote the most famous worldwide works such 
as “Anna Karenina”, “War and Peace”…The novel follows up with the love story between Dmitri 
Ivanovich Nekhlyudov and Katerina Mikhaelovna Maslova. Katerina ended up in the street because she 
ended up pregnant with Dmitri and she was forced to become a prostitute just to survive.  The novel is 
based on Dmitri’s wish to make amends to Katerina for his sins and selfish behavior. Dmitri saw 
Katerina in a court room after a long time and she was on a trial for a murder she didn’t commit. 
Katerina ended up in Siberia. 
 
The novel begins with Katerina walking to the courtroom. Dmitri recognized her and remembered his 
behavior towards Katerina in the past, his student days, first love and the transformation from a 
peaceful, unselfish man to a selfish one. While Katerina walked to the courtroom she felt people staring 
at her but she enjoyed the attention. Despite enjoying it she bowed her head down, blushed of 
embarrassment and mumbled some words. Her life was pretty unusual. Her mother was an unmarried 
bondwoman and she lived with her mother and then later with her sisters. Katerina’s mother gave birth 
every year and she baptized the children. Since they were all unwanted she refused to feed them. 
Children were in the way for her and often they would starve to death. Five children were baptized and 
then left to die of hunger. Her sixth child was saved by a woman who offered to be the child’s 
godmother. The child was Katerina. She baptized the girl and gave the mother some money and food to 
keep Katerina alive. 
 
Her mother died when Katerina was only three years old. Her grandmother thought of her as a burden 
so her godmother took her in. She taught Katerina to read and write. The other woman which lived with 
her said that Katerina is supposed to be a maid so she punished her and beat her up. Katerina was raised 
up under two influences so she was half educated and half maid. She wasn’t called by her full name. Her 
nickname was Katusha. She would sometimes clean and serve coffee and sometimes she would sit and 
read to the ladies. Many asked her to marry them but she said no to everyone because they would only 
put her through hardship and Katerina was used to living well. She lived like that until she was sixteen. 
The women who raised her were Dmitri’s aunts and when Katerina met him, she fell in love. After two 
years Dmitri came back to visit his aunts. He was going to war. In the four days he spent with them, he 
seduced Katusha. Dmitri gave Katusha some money and then he left. Katusha ended up pregnant and 
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she hated everything about it. Katusha even asked the women to fire her and they did. She found 
another job as a maid but she had to leave because an old man was coming on to her. Katusha was very 
rude when she defended herself so she was fired. Since she was about to give birth, Katusha started 
living with a widow. 
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